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Abstract

Sleep studies assess the quality of sleep and body response to sleeping disorders. Sleep studies have gained prominence as empirical studies have shown the relation between untreated sleep disorders to e.g. high blood pressure, stroke, heart diseases and other severe medical conditions. Polysomnography (PSG) [1] and wrist actigraphy are widely used in sleep studies. These methods are neither comfortable nor a convenient way to monitor sleep because the user is confined by sensors and wires.

There is a very promising market for contactless sleep monitoring, not only for sleep clinics, but also for home applications. With the development of video processing and analysis, video based sleep analysis promises to be a suitable alternative to wrist actigraphy for home monitoring. Compared with the commonly used wrist actigraphy, the video based method is contactless and provides a possibility of measuring the movements of the entire body.

A shared bed scenario is a common case in home environment and distinguishing person of interest's (POI) movements from that of bed partner’s (BP) movements is difficult as they sleep in close proximity. It becomes even more challenging when the camera is placed on the bed side table as the viewing angle would show BP to be just behind POI.

This thesis presents the development and implementation of a novel sleep monitoring application that is capable of monitoring the movements from the person of interest (POI) in a shared bed scenario using a camera and an IR emitter mounted on the bed side table. The application takes video data as input and generates a video actigraph that has movement signals that relate to POI movements. The POI area in the image is segmented by using an AdaBoost classifier that uses several discriminative features like brightness, focus, gradients and motion vectors. The video actigraph is then generated by frame differencing in the POI area. The application has been ported onto an embedded platform called BeagleBoard and has the potential to run in real time.

The application has been tested over diverse data sets and has been found to be robust to movements originating from under the blanket, various sleeping positions, different illumination conditions, beds and blankets. The developed sleep monitoring application can successfully replace wrist actigraphy in monitoring POI’s movements. The application can detect movements from POI up to an accuracy of 92.5% compared to 70% accuracy using video actigraph generated without POI area segmentation and 75% using wrist actigraph generated by wrist actiwatch worn by POI.
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I Introduction

One third of our day is spent on sleeping. The other two-thirds are affected by the quality of sleep during the previous night. Studies have documented the impact of poor sleep on cognitive performance and overall life quality[2]. According to Muzet[3], the alteration in the pattern of body movements might reflect the deterioration in the sleep process. Jansen and Shankar[4] made possible the classification of different sleep states e.g. deep sleep and light sleep with movement-related signals by representing the sleep-wake state as a function of body movement. So far, polysomnography (PSG)[1] and actigraphy are widely used to assess the sleep quality or to diagnose sleep-related disorders[5]. For methods like these, obstructive sensors (e.g. electrodes and accelerators) are to be worn on-body.

Existing methods for sleep monitoring are neither comfortable nor a convenient way to monitor sleep states because the user is confined by sensors and wires. Standard overnight PSG includes recording of several physiological signals such as EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG[6], for which sensors are to be worn on the head, arms, chest and legs. In wrist actigraphy, an Actiwatch[7] is worn on the wrist which measures the wrist movements.

There is a very promising market for sleep state monitoring, not only for sleep clinics, but also for home applications [8, 9]. In the home application case, the user would preferably not wear electrodes nor sleep with a wrist watch. Moreover, a shared bed scenario is a common case in home applications.

With the development of video processing and analysis, video based sleep analysis promises to be a suitable alternative to wrist actigraphy. Compared with the commonly used wrist actigraphy, the video based method is contactless and provides a possibility of measuring the movements of the entire body. Using other unobtrusive sensors (such as radar) may have difficulties in distinguishing movements between the Person of Interest (POI) and Bed Partner (BP). This thesis project is aimed at developing a video-based sleep monitoring application that uses near-infrared video to generate video based actigraph or video actigraph.

1.1 Existing video-based sleep monitoring systems

Traditionally, video was employed in sleep labs as an auxiliary channel for a sleep technician to monitor a subject’s status during a sleep study using polysomnography (PSG). Sivan et al.[10] have reported that the results from PSG measurements showed high correlation with those obtained from home video recordings. The recording procedure and the subsequent analysis however were performed manually. Since then many researchers have been trying to develop automatic video-based sleep monitoring systems [8-14].

Nakajima et al.[11] developed an image sequence analysis method to evaluate posture change and respiratory rate of a subject in bed. Yang et al.[12] employed a neural-network
approach to recognize four types of sleeping position (body up, down, left, right) from image sequences captured with an IR-based night vision camera. Wang et al.[13] developed a machine-learning algorithm to locate the upper body of humans covered by a blanket with an intention to assist the automated sleep analysis. Several other techniques presented in [14-17] are focussed at estimating the sleeping pose of humans when covered by a blanket.

Liao and Li[18] proposed a MHI (Motion History Image) based method to generate video actigraph. A MHI is generated by overlaying a series of time-stamped motion templates whose intensity decays over time (the later the event, the higher the intensity). The orientation of gradients in MHI gives the direction of motion of a particular sub-region. Neighbouring local gradient orientations are combined to form a global orientation which indicates the overall trend of the movement. However the video actigraph generated by this method is less accurate as the gradient of large motions cannot be found.

A video based actigraph generation algorithm based on frame differencing and motion estimation is presented in[19] [20]. The video actigraph generated by this method has been validated by comparing it with wrist actigraph generated by a reference accelerometer (Actiwatch). The proposed method has been found to be robust to movements originating from under the blanket, to movements originating from body parts other than the wrist, to various sleeping positions and different illumination conditions.

1.2 Problem description and challenges

This thesis project is aimed at developing a sleep monitoring application that can monitor the movements of person of interest (POI) from a camera fitted with an IR emitter (for illumination in the dark). The application needs to distinguish the movements between the monitored person (POI) and the bed partner (BP). The output of the application will be a video actigraph that corresponds to the movements originating from the POI. The video actigraph is generated by computing the sum of absolute differences of all pixels in two consequent low-pass filtered images (frames).

To make it easier for the end user to install the application, the camera is placed on the bed side table. The placement of the camera on bed side table averts the need for cumbersome installation as in case of a ceiling mounted camera. However, the view angle of the camera makes it challenging to distinguish movements between BP and POI as they appear to be in close proximity of each other.

The following steps need to be accomplished to realize the application.

- Data acquisition and standardizing the recording protocol. This is important to replicate the physical setup (equipment installation – Section 3.1) for natural (home) and synthetic (lab) data acquisition.
- Developing an algorithm that can
  - Segment POI area from BP.
  - Generate video actigraph from POI movements.
• Validating the algorithm over diverse data sets.
• Hardware realization to demonstrate the feasibility of the application as a consumer product.

1.3 Video actigraph

In this section, the generation and comparison of video actigraph with wrist actigraph is presented. The wrist actigraph data is registered using a Texas Instruments Chronos [21] watch. The Chronos watch has an epoch length of 66 milliseconds, as opposed to the video actigraph which has an epoch length of 100 milliseconds (10 frames per second). Details about the physical setup and the guidelines for installation are presented in Section 3.1.

The video actigraph is the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) of all pixels between two consequent frames. The signal of the video actigraph is sensitive to image noise resulting in a baseline shift as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Video actigraph generated by frame differencing. The baseline shift indicates DC component of the signal due to image noise.](image-url)

Since the cameras operate in a near 0-Lux environment, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is lower. Image noise is due to electronic noise (like sensor noise, analogue to digital conversion error and quantization error) in the camera. The image noise is quite small when compared to body motions and is usually present throughout the actigraph signal. To filter such noise, a moving minimum filter is used. The impulse response of the filter is formally expressed by Equation 1.1 where \( x[n] \) is the SAD sample value of \( n^{th} \) frame.
and $y[n]$ is the filtered sample value of $n^{th}$ frame. The filtered video actigraph is shown in Figure 2.

$$y[n] = x[n] - \min(x[n], x[n-1], \ldots, x[n-N])$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1.1}

The filter order $N$ is given by Equation 1.2, where TMM is the time in seconds, in which the longest body movement can be contained in. In 20 hours of video sequences observed, the longest duration of continuous motion was never greater than 60 seconds. Hence, TMM has been determined to be 60 Seconds. FR is the frame rate of the camera (10 frames per second).

$$N = \text{TMM} \times \text{FR}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1.2}

Figure 2: Video actigraph after filtering image noise. The noise in the signal is filtered by using moving minimum filter. The signal no longer has a baseline shift (DC noise).

The comparison of wrist actigraph (blue) with video actigraph (red) is shown in Figure 3. Note that the wrist actigraph only corresponds to the POI and not the BP.
Figure 3: Comparison of wrist actigraph with video actigraph. The circle shows the additional peaks in video actigraph signal. The additional peaks can be either due to movement from BP or POI body parts excluding the wrist.

It can be observed that for every peak in the wrist actigraph, there is corresponding signal activity in the video actigraph which supports our claim the video actigraph is a possible alternative to wrist actigraph. The additional peaks (highlighted in the circle in Figure 3) in the video actigraph (in red) that do not have a corresponding wrist actigraph signal (in blue) are due to the movements originating from parts of POI excluding the wrist and from BP movements.

We believe that by segmenting POI area from the image and by calculating the SAD of pixels in this area, the video actigraph would have signals that only correlate to POI movements. Figure 4 gives the overview of the application.

Figure 4: Application overview. The video actigraph is generated by calculating the SAD of pixels in POI area.
1.4 Report organization

This thesis report describes the design and development of a video based sleep monitoring application. Chapter 2 details the solution approach for realizing the video based sleep monitoring application. It explains about the various features chosen and the way they are used to develop a robust segmentation algorithm. In Chapter 3 the experimental setup for data acquisition is presented. This chapter also discusses the implementation steps and the tools used for the development of the application. In Chapter 4, the results and discussions of the application are presented. Chapter 5 illustrates the hardware realization of the application. In Chapter 6, conclusions are drawn along with summary and suggestions for future work.
2 Segmentation algorithm

In this chapter, the solution approach for the segmentation problem is presented. In Sections 2.1-2.6, various discriminative features that have been selected for use in the segmentation algorithm are introduced. In Section 2.7, the pre-processing step is illustrated. The segmentation algorithm uses several discriminative (weak) features together by means of a classifier for segmenting the POI from the image. The details of the classifier are presented in Section 2.8. In Section 2.9, an algorithm to compensate for the false POI movements caused due to blanket pulling by BP is described.

2.1 Brightness feature

Several methods have been proposed in literature to estimate depth from the brightness information in an image which can be used for POI area segmentation. One such method, to recover depth from a brightness image was proposed by Bichsel and Pentland [22] based on Oliensis and Dupuis algorithm [23-25]. The assumptions made here are that the surface is Lambertian and continuous. This method also requires the illumination plane (light source) to be perpendicular to that of the observing plane (camera). The algorithm tries to estimate the height of the surface by measuring the brightness variation (slope) in the direction of maximum descent (direction in which the brightness reduces faster, i.e. largest derivative).

In the current project, a single illumination (infrared) source, placed along with the camera, is used and the illumination of the scene is not homogeneous, hence the assumptions for the depth estimation algorithm discussed above do not hold. However, it has been observed that due to the scene being illuminated from a single source, the intensity (value of pixels) decreases from the light source to other areas in the scene. Objects closer to the light source tend to be brighter than the ones farther away.

As a result of the setup (explained in detail in Section 3.1), POI is closer to the light source. Hence, POI appears brighter than BP. This variation of illumination between POI to BP can be used to detect the POI area on a coarse scale. The POI area estimation can be improved by histogram equalization of the image which improves the global contrast in the image. By improving the global contrast, the pixel distribution would be spread throughout the intensity scale (0-255), thus aiding in improved POI area estimation.

In the rest of this section, the algorithm formulated to get the coarse estimate of POI area using brightness feature is presented. The algorithm steps include histogram equalization and POI area estimation.
2.1.1 Histogram equalization

For better estimation of POI area using brightness, the histogram is stretched to normalize the pixel distribution on the intensity scale. This would improve the global contrast in the image, which improves POI area estimation and generalizes the algorithm to video sequences recorded in varying illumination conditions.

Since the video recordings are taken in low illumination, they often have noise in them. Histogram stretching boosts the noise along with the pixel values. The limits to which the histogram can be stretched are found by estimating the noise in the image. The noise ($S_i$) is estimated by measuring the standard deviation (Equation 2.1) of pixels in the brightest patch (10X10-pixel window) of the image.

$$S_i = \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \left( \sum_{x=1}^{10} \sum_{y=1}^{10} (f_{x,y} - \bar{f})^2 \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.1}

Where

$$\bar{f} = \frac{1}{N} \left( \sum_{x=1}^{10} \sum_{y=1}^{10} (f_{x,y}) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.2}

$f_{x,y}$ represents the pixel value in the 10X10 brightest window in the image and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of all the pixels in the window.

A sample (original) image is shown in Figure 5. The distribution of intensity values in the image is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that pixel distribution is concentrated over a part of the intensity scale.
Figure 5: Original image. The brightness decay from POI to BP can be observed.

Figure 6: Histogram of a (noisy) image. The pixel distribution is limited to half the intensity scale and remains zero thereafter.

The histogram stretch limits of the original image are extended by assigning the same intensity value to the brightest Noise Compensation pixel Percentage (NCP) (Equation 2.3) of pixels as shown in Figure 7. The intensity value assigned is the lowest bin (intensity) value of all the pixels that fall in the brightest NCP of the image. NCP is dependent on the estimated noise in the image and is given by Equation 2.3.

\[
NCP = \frac{S_l}{255} \times 100
\]

Equation 2.3
Figure 7: The accumulated histogram of a (noisy) image. The brightest Noise Compensation pixel Percentage (NCP) of pixels selected for being assigned the (same) lowest bin value (among all NCP pixels).

The histogram equalization process is explained below.

Let $O_u$ and $N_u$ be the histogram bins of original image after merging the top NCP pixels into a single bin and histogram equalized image respectively where $u$ represents the intensity values [0-255]. The histogram of noise compensated original image is expressed by Equation 2.4. The new bin value of the histogram equalized image is given by Equation 2.5.

$$O_u = \sum_{x=1}^{h} \sum_{y=1}^{w} \delta(c(f(x,y)) - u)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.4}

$f(x,y)$ represents the intensity value of the pixel in the image where $x$ represents the row number and $y$ represents the column number. $\delta(X)$ is an impulse function such that $\delta(X) = 1$ if $X = 0$. $c: f(x,y) \rightarrow 1 ... u$; is a function that associates each pixel value to the histogram bin in to which it falls.

$$N_u = N\text{MIN} + (u * \text{factor})$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.5}

$$\text{factor} = \frac{N\text{MAX} - N\text{MIN}}{O\text{MAX} - O\text{MIN}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.6}
OMIN and OMAX are the minimum and maximum intensity values in the noise corrected original image. NMIN and NMAX are the minimum and maximum intensity values in the intensity scale i.e., 0 and 255 respectively. The histogram equalized image and the pixel value distribution of it are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.

Figure 8: Histogram equalized image. An improvement of global contrast in the image can be observed.

Figure 9: Pixel distribution after histogram equalization
2.1.2 POI area estimation

After noise correction and histogram equalization, the pixel value distribution is spread across the full intensity scale as shown in Figure 9. As discussed in Section 2.1, the intensity value decreases from POI towards the BP. Based on this observation the POI area is coarsely estimated to be the brightest 50% of the pixels in the image as shown in Figure 10. This percentage has been determined by statistical analysis and the ROC curve is shown in Figure 11. The ROC curve has been plotted after calculating the TPR and FPR by comparing the ground truth (manually annotated binary image, ‘True’ label for pixels belonging to POI and ‘False’ label to all other pixels) with the output generated by using the brightness feature (all pixels that fall in the brightest x% of pixels in the image are labelled ‘Positive’ (pixels assigned to POI area) and the rest negative (pixels assigned to BP and background). From the ROC curve it can be seen that after 50%, the gain in TPR is very small compared to the increase in FPR, hence the brightness percentage threshold has been determined to be 50%.

The brightest 50% of the pixels are assigned a positive label (POI area) and the rest given a negative label. The result of the POI area estimation from brightness variation is shown in Figure 12. The resultant POI estimation is a binary image (label ‘1’ for POI area and label ‘0’ for rest of image) and these labels are used as Brightness Feature.

Figure 10: Accumulated histogram. POI area is estimated to be the brightest 50% of pixels in the image.
Figure 11: ROC curve showing the effect of percentage of brightest pixels chosen on TPR (True Positive Rate) and FPR (False Positive Rate). After 50% the gain in TPR is very small compared to the increase in FPR.

Figure 12: The result of POI estimation using Brightness Feature. The outline (white lines in the image) shows the estimated POI area.
2.2 Focus feature

In cameras, the lens can often be adjusted such that some parts in the image are focussed compared to the rest of the image parts. As a result of this, there would be parts in a focussed image which are focussed and parts which are blurred. The measure of defocus (blur) of parts in the image can be used as a feature to segment focussed objects or defocussed objects. One such segmentation algorithm based on focus feature is presented by Tsai and Wang [26]. They propose an unsupervised edge-based segmentation method which uses the measure of blur (defocus) at object edges in an image. The amount of defocus is estimated using the moment-preserving principle which is discussed in detail in the later parts of this section.

In this project, the camera is placed close to the POI on the bed side table and is adjusted such that the POI area is in focus and the background is not.

2.2.1 Defocus measure based segmentation algorithm

As discussed above, the POI area in the image closer to the lens is focussed, whereas the background area including BP is progressively blurred depending on their distances from the lens. By measuring the amount of defocus (blur) at each edge pixel in the observed image, the boundary of the focussed object can be estimated.

In typical blur estimation algorithms like in [27, 28], the blurred edge is generally modelled by convolving a focused image with a point spread function that is assumed to be Gaussian distribution with parameter $\sigma$. The parameter $\sigma$ can be approximated by an iterative nonlinear search technique [27] and is used as a measure of defocus.

Tsai and Wang in [26] have proposed a new approach to model blur (measure defocus) using a moment-preserving technique. The observed image is converted into a gradient image by convolving the original image with the Sobel edge operator. In the gradient image, the edge pixels have large gradient magnitude and non-edge pixels have approximately zero gradient magnitude. For each edge point of interest, the proportion of the edge region $p_e$ (region with high gradient magnitude) with respect to a small neighbourhood window in the gradient image is computed using the moment-preserving principle. A focused edge will result in a small $p_e$, whereas a defocused edge will yield a large $p_e$. $p_e$ is the measure of defocus and increases as the relative distance between the imaged point and surface of exact focus increases. The algorithm is formally expressed in Equations 2.7 - 2.20 [26].

Let $f(x,y)$ be the grey-level of a pixel at $(x,y)$ in the observed image. The gradient $\nabla f(x,y)$ image is given by Equation 2.7.

$$\nabla f(x,y) = \begin{bmatrix} g_x \\ g_y \end{bmatrix}$$

Equation 2.7
where

$$g_x = \sum_{j=-1}^{1} \sum_{i=-1}^{1} f(x + i, y + j)w_x(i,j)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.8}

$$g_y = \sum_{j=-1}^{1} \sum_{i=-1}^{1} f(x + i, y + j)w_y(i,j)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.9}

$w_x(i,j)$ and $w_y(i,j)$ are the 3X3 horizontal and vertical Sobel edge operators. The magnitude of the gradient is defined by  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.10.}

$$g(x,y) = |\nabla f(x,y)| = \sqrt{g_x^2 + g_y^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.10}

An ideal gradient image would have two homogeneous regions, the bright (high gradient values) region with a uniform gradient magnitude $h_e$ (focused region), and the dark region (low gradient values) with uniform gradient magnitude $h_b$. The proportions of bright region and the dark region in the gradient image can be represented by $p_e$ (sharp area of focused image) and $p_b$ (scattered area of defocused image) respectively. Then,

$$h_e > h_b$$

$$0 \leq p_e \leq p_b$$

$$p_e + p_b = 1$$

For a given edge point at $(x,y)$, the first three moments real world gradient image $g(x,y)$ are given by  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.11.}

$$m_j = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{(s,t) \in N(x,y)} [g(s,t)]^j, \quad j = 1,2,3$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.11}

$N(x,y)$ is the neighbourhood window that consists of neighbouring points around $(x,y)$, and $n$ is the total number of pixels in the window. The window size is chosen to be 21X21.

By preserving the first three moments (as described in [26]) in both real-world gradient image $g(x,y)$ and the ideal gradient image, the following four equations are obtained  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.12.}

$$p_e h_e^j + p_b h_b^j = m_j,$$
There exists a closed-form solution for the four unknown variables \( p_e, p_b, h_e \) and \( h_b \), which are given by (Tsai [29])

\[
\begin{align*}
    p_e h_e^2 + p_b h_b^2 &= m_2, \quad \text{Equation 2.13} \\
p_e h_e^3 + p_b h_b^3 &= m_3, \quad \text{Equation 2.14} \\
p_e + p_b &= 1, \quad \text{Equation 2.15}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
    h_b &= \frac{1}{2} \left[ -c_1 - \sqrt{(c_1^2 - 4c_0)} \right], \quad \text{Equation 2.16} \\
h_e &= \frac{1}{2} \left[ -c_1 + \sqrt{(c_1^2 - 4c_0)} \right], \quad \text{Equation 2.17} \\
p_b &= \begin{vmatrix}
    1 & 1 & 1 \\
    m_1 & h_e & 1 \\
h_b & h_e & 1
\end{vmatrix}, \quad \text{Equation 2.18}
\end{align*}
\]

Where

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_0 &= \begin{vmatrix}
    -m_2 & m_1 \\
    -m_3 & m_2
\end{vmatrix} / (m_2 - m_1^2), \quad \text{Equation 2.19} \\
c_1 &= \begin{vmatrix}
    1 & -m_2 \\
m_1 & -m_3
\end{vmatrix} / (m_2 - m_1^2), \quad \text{Equation 2.20}
\end{align*}
\]

And

\[
p_e = 1 - p_b, \quad \text{Equation 2.21}
\]
The value of $p_e$ given by Equation 2.21, gives the proportion of edge region in the neighbourhood window and is the measure of blur. The value of $p_e$, $0 \leq p_e \leq 1$ increases as the amount of defocus increases. By applying a threshold to the $p_e$ values, most blurred edges in the foreground and background are eliminated. The value of threshold chosen is 60 for scaled $p_e$ values. The scaling factor is chosen to be 255, which is the number of possible intensity levels in a grey scale image. The edges with scaled $p_e$ values less than the threshold are the focused edges.

2.2.2 Edge linking

The method described in Section 2.2.1 calculates the focus measure at the edge point and thresholds it to get the edge points of focussed objects. However the edge detection techniques seldom characterize a boundary completely due to noise, non-uniform illumination and other factors like texture, that can introduce spurious intensity discontinuities[30]. Due to this, the resulting focused edge does not describe the complete boundary of the focused object and hence an edge linking process is performed to link discontinuities in the resultant focus edge and to have a closed boundary that describe the focused object.

The edge linking process has three steps, dilation, thinning and line-linking. The dilation is performed on the thresholded $p_e$ image with 5X2 (block) structuring element for two iterations. This ensures that small gaps in the boundaries are closed before the edge linking. The block (5X2) is chosen to have larger horizontal dimension as POI lies in horizontal direction on the bed and edges in this direction are to be connected. Choosing a block with larger vertical dimension would risk connecting the remaining edges of BP that still remain after thresholding. Following the dilation process, edge thinning is performed so that the width of edges is 1-pixel wide.

To ensure that focused objects have closed boundaries, a line-linking procedure is performed. The line-linking process finds the endpoints of the thinned edge lines and connects them to their nearest endpoint of another edge.

Let $(x_o, y_o), (x_d, y_d)$ be two end points of the thinned edges, the point $(x_o, y_o)$ is connected to point $(x_d, y_d)$ as follows:

For $\theta = 360^0$ to $180^0$ (Lower half of the circle)

For $r = 1$ to 10 (radius of circle)

If there is a focused edge point $(x_d, y_d)$ in the search area

Connect $(x_o, y_o)$ with $(x_d, y_d)$ through the shortest path.

Terminate Search

End

End

End
The link process tries to find the edge point \((x_d, y_d)\) in the search direction \(360 - 180\) and in the search radius \(1 - 10\) (pixels) and connects it to \((x_o, y_o)\) through the shortest path. The search direction has been chosen as \(360^0 \text{ to } 180^0\) (lower half of the circle) to make the line linking operation faster. Since the pixel access in the image is from top-left to bottom-right which is in line with the search direction \((360^0 \text{ to } 180^0)\), the line linking function would need to wait only for few pixels before it starts the linking process. This makes it faster compared to choosing the search direction as \(0^0 \text{ to } 180^0\) (upper half of the circle) which would need all pixels in the circle radius to be accessed before starting the linking process. The line-linking search order is shown in Figure 13. It has to be noted that during implementation, the circle has been abstracted to a square and the angles to rows in the square.

![Figure 13: Line-Linking search process. The red dot represents \((x_d, y_d)\). \((x_o, y_o)\) can be found anywhere within the search radius of the semicircle.](image)

The closed boundaries are filled using simple region filling (flood-fill) techniques and the largest closed region is taken as the segment containing focused object. The intermediate output with all closed regions is shown in Figure 14. The resulting POI segmentation of the algorithm is shown in Figure 15. The resultant POI segmentation is a binary image (label ‘1’ for POI area and label ‘0’ for rest of image) and these labels are used as Focus Feature. It has to be noted that the line-linking process would not always guarantee a closed boundary and sometimes may link the remaining edges (after thresholding) from BP with POI resulting in erroneous POI segmentation.
Figure 14: Intermediate output with all closed regions as a result of region filling.

Figure 15: The (final) POI area segmentation result using defocus measure and edge linking. The region inside the boundary marked by white lines show the segmented POI region.

2.2.3 Defocus measure value as input to classifier

The segmentation algorithm based on defocus measure is highly dependent on the edge detection techniques and often fails to determine the complete boundary of the objects due to noise and non-uniform illumination of the scene as shown in Figure 16.
However, just the measure of defocus can serve as a weak discriminative feature that can be used to distinguish POI area from BP area. As such, the defocus measure is calculated as described in Section 2.2.1 at every pixel in the image and is given as an input to the classifier.

### 2.3 Region based motion feature

In the current project, the presence of stationary background in the scene suggests it suitable to use region-based segmentation methods (based on motion) to segment POI area from the image. The region-based methods (based on motion) define a group of connected pixels as belonging to single object that is moving with a different motion from its neighbouring region. One such region based method based on motion was proposed by Badenas et al.[31] in which a group of connected pixels with similar feature (motion vector) values are assumed to be belonging to a single object. The image is then segmented into regions based on grey scale values and motion information. The regions are tracked over multiple frames to improve the segmentation result.

In this project, we use motion estimation to find motion vectors based on best matching blocks in subsequent frames. Motion information is usually represented by a motion vector which indicates the displacement of a block between subsequent frames. Over the years, several robust motion estimation techniques have been developed which produce reliable motion vectors efficiently[32]. The motion vectors generated are robust to illumination changes and describe the true motion of the object.

Once motion has been estimated for a region, this information can be used to separate it from other regions which are stationary or move differently. In the rest of this section the approach to use motion vectors to distinguish movements of POI and BP is presented.
2.3.1 Motion vector generation

A modified version [20] of the block based motion estimation technique called 3DRS (3D Recursive Search)[32] is used in the current project. In block based motion estimation techniques, a displacement vector \( \vec{X} \) is assigned to the centre of a block of pixels \( B(\vec{X}) \) in the current frame \( n \) by searching for a similar block within a search area \( SA(\vec{X}) \) around the same centre \( \vec{X} \), but in previous frame \( n - 1 \). The matching block in the previous frame would have a centre that is shifted by a displacement vector \( \vec{D}(\vec{X}, n) \) with respect to the centre \( \vec{X} \). The displacement vector \( \vec{D}(\vec{X}, n) \) which gives the displacement of block \( B(\vec{X}) \) in the current frame \( n \) with respect to previous frame \( n - 1 \) is the motion vector of the block.

To find the displacement vector \( \vec{D}(\vec{X}, n) \), a number of candidate vectors \( \vec{C} \) are evaluated by an error measure \( \varepsilon(\vec{C}, \vec{X}, n) \) (Equation 2.22) to find the best block match. The candidate vector with the lowest error measure is taken as the best block match. In exhaustive block matching methods, all the candidate vectors in the search area evaluated for finding the best block match which is computationally intensive.

In 3DRS the candidate set is limited to the 3-D neighbourhood of the current block and is based on the idea that for objects larger than block size and with inertia, the best motion vector candidates can be found in the spatio-temporal neighbourhood.

\[
\varepsilon(\vec{C}, \vec{X}, n) = \text{SAD}(\vec{C}, \vec{X}, n) = \sum_{\vec{x} \in B(\vec{x})} |F(\vec{x}, n) - F(\vec{x} - \vec{C}, n - p)|
\]

Equation 2.22

Where \( \vec{x} \) is the pixel position in block \( B(\vec{x}) \) and \( p \) is a variable which usually takes the value of 1 if the signal is interlaced or 2 if not. 3DRS has been shown to outperforms other motion algorithms in M2SE (Mean Squared Prediction Error) evaluation and also to have a low operation count reflected in a very efficient implementation[33].

2.3.2 Motion vector filtering

The motion estimation algorithm may cause a propagation problem in the homogenous background, as a result of which motion vectors may appear in parts of the image where there is no motion. Background propagation elimination is critical since otherwise the region based algorithm would falsely classify the background as part of (region) a moving person. The output of the motion estimation with propagation is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 17: Motion vector propagation to background. The colours indicate the strength and direction of motion vectors. The motion vectors (purple and green) can be seen propagating to background where there is no motion.

The overview of the propagation elimination process is shown in Figure 18. Based on analysis of motion vector propagation in the background, the propagation can be classified into two types:

- First type of propagation (Type 1) exists in every frame, irrespective of the presence of true motion in the frame. This type of propagation is characterized by presence in large area, has small (magnitude) value and lasts long (duration), seen in green colour in Figure 17.
- The second type (Type 2) exists in the background around the moving person. This type of propagation is present in small area, has greater value and lasts shorter than the first type, seen in purple colour close to POI’s head.

To eliminate Type 1 propagation, the luminance (SAD-Sum of Absolute Difference) difference of pixels within the same blocks in two consecutive frames is used. The motivation is that, when there is motion, the blocks are displaced resulting in change of pixel (intensity) values within the block in consecutive frames. The SAD threshold value is set to 64 and has been empirically determined.
If SAD < 64, MV(B) is propagation in background

\[ SAD = \sum_{x=1}^{bh} \sum_{y=1}^{bw} |f_c(x, y) - f_p(x, y)| \]

Equation 2.23

If SAD < 64, MV(B) is propagation in background

\( f_c(x, y) \) and \( f_p(x, y) \) are the pixel values in the current and previous frames respectively. \( bh \) (8) and \( bw \) (8) are the block height and width respectively. MV(B) is the motion vector of block B.

From observation, it has been noted that Type 2 propagation mostly lasts for 1 or 2 frames. The presence of motion of the current and last two frames of each block is stored as a binary value. Only if the motion exists for at least 3 frames, it can be determined as true motion, or it will be eliminated as propagation. Motion vectors generated after eliminating propagation in the background is shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19: Motion vectors after propagation elimination. The detected motion vectors specify the true motion with higher accuracy.

2.3.3 Motion vector clustering

Blocks are too small to represent the moving object, and cluster of blocks with motion by spatial similarity (adjacent or close) would better correspond to a moving area of an object in our case POI. The cluster is defined as the smallest bounding box (motion rectangle) to include all blocks of spatial similarity (connected blocks), and the number of blocks per cluster is dependent on motion (magnitude).

Each block with motion is assigned a label which indicates the motion rectangle it belongs to, and all adjacent blocks with motion have the same label. The process of label assignment starts from top-left block to bottom right in each frame, and rules are shown below [34]. In the formula, MVL is the length of motion vector, m and n indicate the column and row number of the blocks respectively. The pseudo code of the clustering process is given below,

\[
\text{If } \text{MVL}(m,n) = 0 \\
\quad \text{Label}(m,n) = 0 \\
\text{If } \text{MVL}(m,n) \neq 0 \text{ and Label (m-1,n)} = 0 \\
\quad \text{Label}(m,n) = \text{current}_\text{label} + 1 \\
\text{If } \text{MVL}(m,n) \neq 0 \text{ and Label (m-1,n)} = a \text{ and Label(m,n-1)} = 0 \\
\quad \text{Label}(m,n) = a \\
\text{If } \text{MVL}(m,n) \neq 0 \text{ Label (m-1,n)} = a \text{ and Label(m,n-1)} = a \\
\quad \text{Label}(m,n) = a
\]
If $MVL(m,n) \neq 0$ and $\text{Label}(m-1,n) = a$ and $\text{Label}(m,n-1) = b$

Label all blocks with Label $b$ with Label $a$ and $\text{Label}(m,n) = a$

End
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After the label assignment, a bounding box (motion rectangle) is created to include all blocks with the same label. If rectangles overlap, the overlapping rectangles are considered to be highly correlated and hence are merged into a bigger one. The process of motion rectangle generation is shown in the flow chart in Figure 20.

Figure 21 shows some examples of motion rectangle formulation in a video sequence. The black rectangles in the figure are the motion rectangles, which include the motion vectors (seen as blocks with colour).

![Figure 21: Generated motion rectangles containing motion blocks (seen in colours).](image)

2.3.4 **Labelling of motion vectors (feature value generation)**

The motion rectangles generated only specify connected motion blocks. There can be instances where there are two motion rectangles originating from the same person (POI), for example from the head and the legs. The blocks within the same motion rectangle would have similar motion (magnitude and direction) and could be represented by a single (MRV- Motion Rectangle Vector) motion vector, which has the strongest accumulated magnitude in a direction.

The MRV’s of motion rectangles originating from the POI and BP would have different or at times, the same magnitude and directions. Hence, it would not be possible to assign the motion rectangles to a person (POI or BP) based on the MRV magnitude and direction. To overcome this, a spatial constraint that specifies the rough location of POI in the image is used.
The setup specifies the height of the camera from the ground, the distance of the camera from the bed (Section 3.1). Therefore it would be possible to roughly know where the POI lies in the image. Statistical analysis shows that POI area lies below row 150 of the image (image size 752X480). The resulting ROC curve of the statistical analysis is shown in Figure 22. It can be seen that above 150, the gain in TPR is small than the loss in FPR. The ROC curve has been plotted after determining the TPR and FPR by comparing the ground truth (manually annotated binary image, ‘True’ label for pixels belonging to POI and ‘False’ label to all other pixels) with the output generated by using row number (all pixels below the row number are labelled ‘Positive’ (pixels assigned to POI area) and the rest negative (pixels assigned to BP and background).

![ROC - ROW FEATURE](image)

**Figure 22:** ROC curve showing the statistical analysis of POI location in the image using row numbers.

This spatial constraint is used to assign the motion rectangles to either POI or BP. If the spatial location of motion rectangle in the image is below or overlaps row 150 of the image, it is assigned to POI (label ‘1’). If the motion rectangle falls above row 150 of the image it is assigned to BP (label ‘2’) and to background if there is no motion (label ‘0’). These labels are used as a feature values and are given as an input to the classifier. The assignment is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
Figure 23: The assignment of motion blocks to POI and BP after adding the spatial constraint. Label 1 (seen as Pt_la=1 in the image) indicates that the motion rectangles (seen as white rectangles) are assigned to POI.

Figure 24: Label 2 (seen as Pt_la=2 in the image) indicates that the motion rectangles (marked in red circle) are assigned to BP.
2.4 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptors were (first) introduced by Dalal and Triggs [35]. The idea behind HOG is that the local object appearance and shape are often characterized by the distribution of local intensity gradients or edge directions, even without precise knowledge of corresponding gradients or edge positions[35].

HOG is calculated by accumulating a local 1-D histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations over the pixels in a small window (cells). For better invariance to illumination changes, the HOG is contrast normalized by accumulating a measure of local histogram ‘energy’ over larger spatial regions (blocks) and using the results to normalize all the cells in the block. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptors in a dense overlapping grid have been shown to outperform the best Haar wavelet based descriptors in person detection[35].

Because the scene is illuminated by a single IR light source placed on the bed side table (close to POI head), the entire scene is not illuminated uniformly. The parts of the image that are away from the IR source such as the legs of POI are weakly illuminated and the gradients are low. Edge detectors would fail in these areas as they characterize an edge in limited directions (horizontal, vertical or diagonal). However, HOG has an advantage of local contrast normalization, making it capable of capturing the edge or gradient structure that is very characteristic of a local shape, hence is more robust than the usual edge detectors. HOG can find maximum gradient direction in a local window in any direction (based on the number of bins) and thus can describe an edge more robustly. Hence, HOG bin values are used as a descriptor of the boundary between POI and BP. The HOG image is shown in Figure 25.
2.5 Location based features

Due to conditional (camera height, distance between bed and camera) setup, POI area can be assumed concentrated in the center of the image. This concentration of POI area in the image has been observed to hold in multiple data sets (video sequences). The features specifying the location of an object (POI area) in an image have great prominence in object (POI area) classification; provided the object movement is spatially constrained (POI area is always concentrated in a certain part of the image).

Based on the above discussion, the following features have been selected for use in classifier for POI segmentation:

- **Euclidean distance Feature**: This feature specifies the Euclidean distance of pixels from the centre pixel in the image. There are two features Euclidean Horizontal Split (EHS) Feature and Euclidean Vertical Split (EVS) Feature. The EHS feature specifies the Euclidean distance between the rows of top and bottom half pixels to the middle row in the image with a sign. The values are assigned positive value for top half and negative value to bottom half of the pixels in the image. EVS feature specifies the Euclidean distance between columns of left and right side pixels to the middle column in the image with a sign. The values are assigned positive value for right half and negative value to left half of the pixels in the image.
Edge detection is the process of identifying and locating sharp discontinuities in an image. The discontinuities are abrupt changes in pixel intensity which can characterize boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection involves convolving the image with an operator (a 2D filter), which is constructed to be sensitive to large gradients in the image, returning low values in uniform regions. Each edge detection operator is designed to be sensitive to certain type of edges. The geometry of the operator determines a characteristic direction in which it is sensitive to edges. Gradient based methods of edge detection detect the edges by looking for a maximum and minimum in the first or

![Figure 26: Schematic representation of Euclidean Vertical Split (EVS) feature. The feature specifies the Euclidean distance of pixels from the centre column with a sign. Pixels on the left side and right side of the centre column are assigned negative value and positive sign respectively.](image)

![Figure 27: Schematic representation of Euclidean Horizontal Split (EHS) feature. The feature specifies the Euclidean distance of pixels from the centre row with a sign. Pixels on the top and bottom side of the centre row are assigned negative value and positive sign respectively.](image)

2.6 **Edge detectors**

Edge detection is the process of identifying and locating sharp discontinuities in an image. The discontinuities are abrupt changes in pixel intensity which can characterize boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection involves convolving the image with an operator (a 2D filter), which is constructed to be sensitive to large gradients in the image, returning low values in uniform regions. Each edge detection operator is designed to be sensitive to certain type of edges. The geometry of the operator determines a characteristic direction in which it is sensitive to edges. Gradient based methods of edge detection detect the edges by looking for a maximum and minimum in the first or
second derivative of the image. Some of the widely used edge detection operators are Laplacian, Sobel, Robert, Prewitt, Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG), Canny operators[30].

Edges are not scale invariant and hence the size of the operator (kernel size) is important for edge detection. Using kernel size smaller than the edge width would result in the edge being undetected as the local gradient value would be close to zero as in a smooth surface. Similarly using a large kernel size would also result in edge being undetected due to averaging over a large window.

The influence of kernel size on boundary detection between POI and BP has been experimented for different gradient operators. For the evaluation, instead of using different kernel sizes, the downsampled versions of the image have been used with the same kernel size. The evaluation has been done for 10 images having different POI sleeping postures, all from the same recording.

The evaluation is based on two parameters ED (Edge Deviation) and EM (Edge Match). ED is the metric that reflects the deviation between the true edge and the detected edge. EM signifies the number of detected edge pixels that match with the true edge. The evaluation criterion is to have low ED and high EM.

Let $P_t$ be the true (annotated ground truth) edge made of number of pixels and the location of each pixel is given by $(x_t, y_t)$. $(x_d, y_d)$ is the location of a pixel on the detected edge that is closest to pixel at location $(x_t, y_t)$ on the true edge. $d((x_t, y_t), (x_d, y_d))$ gives the Euclidean distance between $(x_t, y_t)$ and $(x_d, y_d)$.

$$
ED = \sum_{(x_t, y_t) \in P_t} d((x_t, y_t), (x_d, y_d))
$$

Equation 2.24

$$
EM = \sum m((x_t, y_t), (x_d, y_d))
$$

Equation 2.25

$m((x_t, y_t), (x_d, y_d))$ is a function that evaluates to 1 only if $(x_t, y_t) = (x_d, y_d)$, i.e., the true edge pixel at location $(x_t, y_t) = (x_d, y_d)$ is detected by the edge detector. Table 1 gives the evaluation results of one of the images tested.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Scale (Horizontal and vertical)</th>
<th>ED</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sobel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>278.29</td>
<td>743.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>280.30</td>
<td>603.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>283.40</td>
<td>598.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canny</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>231.50</td>
<td>685.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>273.80</td>
<td>401.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>272.60</td>
<td>420.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>313.80</td>
<td>559.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>316.60</td>
<td>509.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>321.10</td>
<td>395.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prewitt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>277.10</td>
<td>689.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>280.60</td>
<td>578.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>284.80</td>
<td>553.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>291.10</td>
<td>495.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>293.90</td>
<td>317.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>274.40</td>
<td>301.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: ED and EM metric values of a test image. The metrics are used to determine the best edge detector that describes the boundary between POI and BP.

From the evaluation, it can be noted that the use of smallest possible kernel size i.e., 3X3 for Sobel, Canny, Prewitt, LOG operators and 2X2 for Robert operators give the better gradient descriptors of the boundary between POI and BP compared to using operators with bigger kernel size. Since the evaluation has been for images from the same recording, we train the classifier with gradient features computed by Sobel, Canny, Prewitt, LOG operators with 3X3 kernel size and Robert operator with 2X2 kernel size and leave the classifier to choose the best gradient features that helps in segmentation.
2.7 Pre-processing

Due to the use of a single IR source, the illumination in the image is not uniform and the signal strength is low in image areas near the leg and head of POI. The features in these areas like the gradients (edge operators) would not be as discriminative as in other brighter areas in the image and may result in (POI) misclassification.

By pre-processing, the intensity values in these darker areas can be boosted, thus increasing the contrast and in turn increasing the gradients. A suitable contrast enhancement technique that is capable of increasing the contrast in these areas without boosting the pixel values in the background has to be used for pre-processing. Boosting the background pixels may affect features like brightness (the boosted intensity values may fall in the brightest 50% of pixels, affecting the coarse estimate of POI), edge detectors, HOG (structures in the background may get highlighted, increasing the gradients in the background) and Focus feature (as it is dependent on edges) and may have an impact on the classification.

Figure 28 shows the transfer curve that has been used for contrast enhancement. The transfer function is expressed mathematically by Equation 2.26. The blue line indicates the original intensity values and the red line indicates the boosted intensity values. The pixels in an original image have intensity values ranging from 0 - 150 among which the background pixels fall into intensity range of 10-15 and pixels near POI leg into intensity range of 25-30. From the transfer curve it can observed that the background pixels (intensity range 10-15) are boosted less than the pixel near POI leg (intensity range 25-30).
\[ f'_{x,y} = f_{x,y} \times \left(1 + G(f_{x,y})\right) \quad \text{Equation 2.26} \]

Where,

\[ G(f_{x,y}) = 1 - e^{\frac{f_{x,y} - 255}{255}} \quad \text{Equation 2.27} \]

\(f_{x,y}\) is the original pixel value at location \((x,y)\) in the image. \(f'_{x,y}\) is the new pixel value after pre-processing. The original image without pre-processing is shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30 shows the image after pre-processing. It can be seen that in Figure 30, the edges at the image corners close to POI head and foot are highlighted. Hence, we believe that pre-processing would improve the segmentation in these areas. The influence of pre-processing step on segmentation results are experimented and documented in Section 4.1.6.

Figure 29: Original image without pre-processing. The image area near POI’s foot is dark and cannot be distinguished from background.
2.8 AdaBoost classifier

As discussed in Section 2, several discriminative (weak) features together can be combined by using a classifier for segmenting the POI area from the image. In Sections 2.1 – 2.6, various (discriminative) features that can be used by a classifier for segmenting POI and BP have been presented. Using a classifier, the best discriminative features can be selected and used together to obtain an accurate and robust segmentation result. The segmentation (using a classifier) of POI and rest of the image (BP and background) can be expressed as a binary classification problem. A ‘True’ label to POI area and a ‘False’ label to the rest (BP and background) of the image area.

For this, a supervised machine learning algorithm called AdaBoost is used which has been found to be fast and robust in similar applications (e.g. face detection, gesture recognition) which use multiple weak features[36]. AdaBoost is the acronym for Adaptive Boosting and was formulated by Freud and Schapire [37]. The algorithm takes as input a labelled training set of feature values. By selecting and linearly combining the features, a classifier is built that mimics the labelling. AdaBoost creates a function $H$ that maps the inputs to desired outputs using a labelled training set. More formally, the training data consists of feature values $(\vec{x}_i)$ and desired output or labels $(y_i)$,
Where

\[ \bar{x}_i \in X^M, X \in R, \]
\[ y_i \in Y = \{0,1\}, \]
\[ 0 \leq i \leq N, \]

\( N \) represents the number of samples and \( M \) the number of feature values per sample. AdaBoost finds a function \( H \),

\[ H = X^M \rightarrow Y \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.28}

that minimizes the error \( E \) [38] with respect to distribution \( D(i) \) (the weight of each sample).

\[ E = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} D(i)[y_i \neq H(\bar{x}_i)], \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.29}

The algorithm starts with initializing uniform distribution to all samples. Then for every iteration, the distribution is normalized. A weak classifier is selected using the normalized distribution. This weak classifier is used to update the distribution. The weight of the correctly classified samples is decreased, such that in the next iteration, the emphasis on the incorrect classified samples is higher. This process is repeated several times for a fixed number of iterations or till an acceptable detection rate and false alarm rate is achieved.

A significant improvement to the AdaBoost algorithm was made by Viola and Jones [36]. They described a methodology for constructing a cascade of classifiers which achieves higher performance while reducing the computation time significantly. The cascaded AdaBoost configuration can be seen in Figure 31. Each classifier represents one layer of the strong cascaded classifier.

![Figure 31: Cascaded AdaBoost](image-url)
Cascaded AdaBoost gets two sets as input, one for training and one for validation. The first set is used by AdaBoost to select the best weak classifier. The second set is used to determine if the desired $Pfa$ (false alarm rate per layer) and $Pfa_{end}$ (false alarm rate stop criteria) are reached.

\[
Pfa = \frac{\#FP}{\#FP + \#TN}
\]

Where $\#FP$, $\#TN$ are the total numbers of classified false positives and true negatives respectively.

AdaBoost is configured (trained) in the following way:

1. In case that $Pfa_i$ (false alarm rate of layer \(i\)) is not low enough to finalize the layer (i.e. not lower than $Pfa$), another weak classifier is added to the current layer of strong cascaded classifier.
2. In case that $Pfa_i$ is low enough to finalize the layer (i.e. lower than $Pfa$), but not lower than $Pfa_{end}$, then another layer is added to the strong cascaded classifier.
3. In case that $Pfa_i$ is low enough to finalize the layer (i.e. lower than $Pfa$ and lower than $Pfa_{end}$), the AdaBoost configuration (number of cascaded layers, number of weak classifiers per layer) is finalized (AdaBoost training is completed).

At the end of every cascade layer, only the positive labelled (ground truth-annotations) samples and the positive classified samples of the training set are passed to the next cascade layers.

At the input of every cascade layer, AdaBoost initializes the distribution using $D(i) = \frac{1}{N}$ for all samples \(i\). At the output of each weak classifier within a layer, the distribution is updated and normalized such that, the emphasis on the incorrect classified samples is higher as discussed earlier.

The classifier is trained with frames from different data sets and each pixel in the image acts as a sample. For each pixel sample, there is a corresponding feature value and a ground truth. In case of a block based feature (one feature value per block), the pixels belonging to a block are assigned the same feature values as that of the block. The details of classifier training and ground truth generation are explained in detail in Section 3.3.

The output of the training phase is a classifier configuration file containing the details of features used per cascade layer of classifier and their corresponding thresholds. The final AdaBoost configuration, as a result of training has 13 cascade levels (weak classifiers). It uses Brightness feature, Focus feature (defocus measure), Region based motion feature, HOG - Histogram of Oriented Gradients feature (bins 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18), Location based features (EVS - Euclidean Vertical Split, EHS - Euclidean Horizontal Split), Sobel feature (gradients in vertical direction calculated by Sobel operator), Laplacian of Gaussian feature.
In the classification stage, the features are calculated for every pixel in the test frame and are given as input to the classifier along with the classifier configuration file. The classifier outputs a binary label (0, 1), the ‘Positive (1)’ label indicates that the pixel belongs to POI and ‘Negative (0)’ indicates that the pixel belongs to rest of the image (BP and background).

An example of the output classification result of AdaBoost classifier is shown in Figure 32. The classifier results are presented and evaluated in Section 4.1.

![Figure 32: AdaBoost classified output of POI segmentation result](image)

Figure 32: AdaBoost classified output of POI segmentation result. The closed regions given by the white line show the classified POI area in the image.

### 2.9 Suggested blanket compensation

*Video actigraph* is generated by calculating the sum of absolute differences of pixels that belong to POI area in two consequent frames. However, in a shared bed it is common for POI and BP to share a common blanket and there can be instances where the blanket on top of POI moves when it is pulled by BP. This would cause a false signal in *video actigraph* even after segmentation. In this section, we describe an algorithm by which this type of false detections of POI movements caused due to blanket pulling by BP might be compensated. The algorithm is based on the idea that when there is motion in POI area due to blanket pulling by BP, the number of blocks having motion in POI area would be less than the number of blocks that would have motion when POI moves. The flow chart is shown in Figure 33. The results of algorithm validation are present in Section 4.2.3.
Figure 33: Flow chart describing blanket compensation method to detect false POI movements caused by blanket pulling by BP. MV is the motion vector magnitude of a block.
3  Experimental setup

Data acquisition is a crucial step in developing and testing the algorithm. In this chapter, the data set collection is described. In Section 3.1, the equipment and the installation details for collecting the data are introduced. In Section 3.2, the characteristics of data sets like the recording environment, the motion (POI and BP movements) types are explained. The details about ground truth generation and classifier training are given in Section 3.3.

3.1  Equipment and installation

The end consumer application would be a standalone product where the illumination source and the camera would be together. This is replicated in the development of the project by placing the illumination source just below the camera. The camera and the light source are then together placed on the bedside table close to the head of the POI. However, during development, to avoid the influence of varying the height of the bedside tables used for recording different data sets, a tripod is used in place of a bedside table. The scheme of the camera installation is shown in Figure 34. \( h_c \) is the height of the camera from the ground and \( h_b \) is the height of the bed. The distance between the camera and the bed \( (h_{bc}) \) is set to be between 30-35 cms. The camera height is fixed to be 25 cms from the top of the bed, i.e., \( h_c - h_b = 25 \) cms. This height would ensure BP to be occluded by POI for most of the time. The viewing angle of the camera is adjusted in such a way that POI is completely visible from head to foot. The image recorded from the camera as a result of the installation is shown in Figure 35.

For the video recording, a µEye CMOS camera USB UI-1220SE-M[39] with Fujinon FE185Co86HA-1[40] fish eye lens is used. For illumination in the dark, an infrared light source with maximum intensity at wavelength 825nm is used. The resolution of the image is 752X480 and the frame rate is 10 fps. To compare the video actigraph generated by the application with the wrist actigraph, the wrist actigraph data of POI is registered using a Texas Instruments Chronos [21] watch. The recordings have been done by using Philips - Home Sleep Monitoring application, the screen shot of the application window is shown in Figure 36. The features of the application are 1) encryption of recorded data which addresses the privacy concerns of participants 2) Synchronization of video and wrist actigraph samples from chronos watch and 3) Fragmenting the video recordings into small chunks for easy processing. The recording protocol supplied to the participants can be found in Appendix –A.
Figure 34: Scheme for camera installation.

Figure 35: Image recorded from the camera after the installation. POI is visible from head to foot and is focussed. Most of the BP region is occluded by POI.
3.2 Data sets

The data sets recorded can be classified into two categories, Natural and Synthetic. The Natural data sets are recordings acquired in a natural sleeping environment at home. The movements of persons in the Natural data sets are not restricted and reflect the real sleep situation. There are two Natural data sets recorded, each recorded with different participants in their respective homes. The two Natural data sets are referred to as DATA_Home_1 and DATA_Home_2 henceforth.

The Synthetic data sets are acquired both at a lab (home lab at Philips) and a home with restrictions on movements of persons. There are two Synthetic data sets, referred as DATA_Synt_1 and DATA_Synt_2 henceforth. In the Synthetic data sets, both small (single arm, single leg and head movements) and large movements (turning around, moving both arms and legs together) were performed by two persons, one at a time and also together.

The properties of both Natural and Synthetic data sets are listed in Table 2. A sample image from each of the data sets can be seen in Figures 37-40. The recordings have been taken in both dark and bright illumination conditions to test the application for its robustness against varying illumination conditions. To validate the application against movements originating from under the blanket, different types of blankets (thin and thick) have been used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA Set</th>
<th>Lighting Condition</th>
<th>Blanket</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
<th>Duration in hours (frame rate 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>1 shared (Thick) blanket</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>1 shared (Thick) blanket</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>1 shared (Thick) blanket</td>
<td>• Both Persons moving &lt;br&gt;• One person moving at a time</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>1 shared (Thin) blanket</td>
<td>• Both Persons moving &lt;br&gt;• One person moving at a time &lt;br&gt;• Blanket movement by POI &lt;br&gt;• Blanket movement by BP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of lighting conditions, blankets used and movement restriction in recorded data sets.
Figure 37: Image from data set: DATA_Home_1

Figure 38: Image from data set: DATA_Home_2
3.3 Classifier training

As discussed earlier in Section 2.8, a supervised machine learning algorithm (AdaBoost) is used for POI area segmentation from the image. Any supervised (machine) learning would need training and the training samples are the various feature values (used for classification) along with the ground truth.

For the classifier training 240 frames were selected from data sets DATA_Home_1 (80 frames), DATA_Home_2 (80 frames), DATA_Synt_1 (40 frames) and DATA_Synt_2 (40 frames). The frames were selected such that they reflect most of the poses of a person on a bed. The selected frames are temporally separated by a large extent (at least by 100 frames).

As discussed in Section 1.3, the video actigraph is generated by taking the sum of absolute differences of pixels in two consecutive frames. Hence, POI segmentation result has direct influence on generated video actigraph. The accurate the segmentation result, the higher will be the correlation of generated video actigraph with POI’s movements. Therefore, to have the segmentation result accurate to a pixel level, it has been chosen to use pixel samples, i.e. every pixel in the image is a sample. Pixel samples means that every pixel has its corresponding feature values and ground truth. In case of a block based feature (one feature value per block), the pixels belonging to a block were assigned the same feature values as that of the block. Generating the ground truth with pixel accuracy poses a difficult problem with existing image annotation tools. An open source annotation tool called ITK-SNAP[41] is used for annotating the images with pixel accuracy. With modifications (enabling it to write the annotated image into PNG format), the tool has been adapted to annotate the selected frames. The tool window is shown in Figure 41.
Figure 41: ITK-Snap annotation tool window

The generated annotations (ground truth) for some of the selected frames can be seen in Figure 42.
Figure 42: Generated Annotations of selected frames

Although a tool capable of annotating images at pixel accuracy, has been used, the annotations can still have small errors especially at the boundaries. These small errors are due to the fact that a human is involved in the annotation process (supervised annotations). To compensate for this error, the boundary of the annotated image is eroded by a 3X3 block. The motivation behind this is to have no false samples even at the expense of losing some true samples to avoid sample pollution which can (greatly) affect the classification. The classifier is trained with all the samples (feature values of pixels and the corresponding ground truth) and the output of the training phase is an AdaBoost configuration file which specifies the number of weak classifiers in the cascade, the number of layers per weak classifier, the feature being used at each layer, and their corresponding thresholds. This configuration file is used as input to AdaBoost during classification. The evaluation of the classifier is presented in Section 4.1.
4 Results and discussion

Using the setup as described in Section 3.1, data sets (video) have been recorded. These data sets were used to train the classifier as described in Section 3.3. The classifier uses several discriminative features to segment POI as described in Section 2. The POI segmentation result is used to generate the video actigraph as discussed in Section 1.3. The analysis of POI segmentation and video actigraph results is given in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively. In Section 4.3, a brief discussion about the features used and results obtained is presented.

4.1 Classifier evaluation (POI segmentation analysis)

In this section, the analysis of classifier (POI segmentation) is presented. In Section 4.1.1, the classifier testing infrastructure is described. The metrics for evaluating the classifier are discussed in Section 4.1.2. The validation method used for classifier evaluation is illustrated in Section 4.1.3. Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 present the POI segmentation results of inter and intra data set cross validation respectively. In Section 4.1.6, a brief discussion about the influence of pre-processing on segmentation result is presented.

4.1.1 Classifier testing

The classifier as discussed in Section 3.3 is trained with the training set (selected frames). The output of the training phase is a configuration file that is used as an input to the classifier testing (classification) phase. The schema of classifier testing is given in Figure 43. The performance of the classifier is evaluated by comparing the output label generated by the classifier with the annotated ground truth.

![Classifier Testing Diagram](image)

Figure 43: Schema - Classifier testing. The output of the classifier is compared with the annotated ground truth to compute the metrics. The metrics describe the classifier performance.
4.1.2 Metrics for classifier evaluation

For the evaluation, the confusion matrix for a binary classifier shown in Table 3 is used. TP (True Positives) gives the fraction of correctly classified positive samples. TN (True Negatives) gives the fraction of correctly classified negative samples. FP (False Positive) gives the fraction of negative samples misclassified as positive and FN (False Negatives) gives the fraction of positive samples classified as negative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier output</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pixel belongs to POI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (1)</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pixel assigned to POI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (0)</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pixel assigned to BP or background)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Specificity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Confusion matrix summarizing the definitions used for evaluating the (binary) classifier[33].

Binary classifiers can be evaluated by calculating, average sensitivity, average specificity, average accuracy and average precision. Sensitivity or True Positive Rate is the percentage of positive labelled samples that were classified positive by the classifier.

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

Equation 4.1

Specificity is the percentage of samples that were classified as negative by the classifier.

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}
\]

Equation 4.2
Accuracy is the percentage of correct classifications, i.e. negative labelled samples classified as negative and positive labelled samples classified as positive. Accuracy gives the overall classification accuracy of the classifier.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]

Equation 4.3

Precision or Positive Predictive Value is the percentage of positive predictions that are correct.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

Equation 4.4

The ‘True’ samples in the training set are the pixels in the image that belong to POI. The classification of these ‘True’ samples is of greater importance than the ‘False’ samples for our application. This is due to the fact that the fraction of ‘True’ samples in the image is far lower than the ‘False’ samples and the application generates video actigraph by calculating the sum of absolute differences (SAD) of pixels in POI area (pixels having positive label) in two consecutive frames. Hence, POI segmentation result has direct influence on generated video actigraph. The higher the precision (correctly classified ‘True’ samples - TP), the higher will be the correlation of generated video actigraph with POI’s movements.

As a result, the metric to rightly evaluate the segmentation result would be the one that can quantify ‘True’ samples detection rate. There are two such metrics sensitivity and precision. However, sensitivity is not robust against overfitting. For example, due to overfitting the classifier may classify all the pixels in image as ‘True’ samples. In this case the sensitivity metric would evaluate to 1 i.e., 100% detection of ‘True’ samples. However, there would be a significant number of FP (False Positives).

The Precision or positive predictive value metric is robust to overfitting as it also considers False Positives (FP). Precision metric is ideal in cases where the number of ‘False’ samples are much higher than ‘True’ samples in the training set (the fraction of pixels in the image belonging to POI area is very small). Accuracy is also a good metric for evaluating the performance as it reflects the overall correct classifications. Thus, we chose to express classifier performance by Precision and Accuracy.

4.1.3 K-fold cross validation

The classifier performance is evaluated by means of K-fold cross-validation method. In this method the whole data set is used for both training and testing but never simultaneously. The entire data is split into K subsets and for each subset \( i = 1,2,...,K \), the
classifier is trained with all subsets except for $i^{th}$ subset and tested with $i^{th}$ subset to obtain a generalization error. The average of all the estimated generalization errors across $K$ folds is taken as the average Precision and Accuracy of the classifier.

![Figure 44: An illustration of K-fold Cross – Validation method](image)

In Section 3.2, various data sets (DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1 and DATA_Synt_2) and their characteristics have been discussed. The experimental setup only varies from one data set to the other. Hence the classifier has to be evaluated by $K$-fold Cross Validation method for both intra data set and inter data set.

### 4.1.4 Cross –validation (intra data set)

In this section, the classifier evaluation for intra data set with and without pre-processing is presented. In intra data set the classifier is evaluated by training and testing with frames from the same recording. The annotated frames of the recording set are split into $K$ subsets and are used for both training and testing. The value of $K$ is chosen as 4. The maximum number of annotated frames for a data set is 80 and with $K=4$, for every iteration the testing set would have 20 frames which is large enough to evaluate the classifier performance considering the small data set we have for both training and testing. For data sets DATA_Synt_1 and DATA_Synt_2, $K$ is chosen as 2, since there are only 40 frames that are available from each of these for training and testing. This evaluation is done for all the data sets separately and the final average cross-validation (intra data set) Precision and Accuracy is determined. The classifier evaluation without preprocessing is presented in Table 4 and Table 5 and with pre-processing (as described in Section 2.7) in Table 6 and Table 7.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Testing Data Set (Subset of the same training data set)</th>
<th>Average classification accuracy without pre-processing: cross-validation (intra data set)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K=1</td>
<td>K=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td>89.81</td>
<td>89.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td>94.32</td>
<td>92.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>90.19</td>
<td>91.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>87.36</td>
<td>86.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Classifier statistics – Accuracy without pre-processing (trained and tested with same data set)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Precision (%) - without pre-processing</th>
<th>Average Precision (Positive predictive value) without pre-processing: cross-validation (intra data set)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K=1</td>
<td>K=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td>74.75</td>
<td>80.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td>82.22</td>
<td>78.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>83.48</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>74.57</td>
<td>80.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Classifier statistics – Precision without pre-processing (trained and tested with same data set)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Accuracy (%) - with pre-processing</th>
<th>Testing Data Set (Subset of the same training data set)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>89.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>94.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>90.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average classification accuracy with pre-processing: cross-validation (intra data set)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Classifier statistics – Accuracy with pre-processing (trained and tested with same data set)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Precision (%) - with pre-processing</th>
<th>Testing Data Set (Subset of the same training data set)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>81.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>85.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Precision (Positive predictive value) with pre-processing: cross-validation (intra data set)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Classifier statistics – Precision with pre-processing (trained and tested with same data set)
From Table 4 and Table 5, it can be seen that the average accuracy (without pre-processing) is lower for data sets DATA_Home_1 and DATA_Synt_2 as compared to the other two data sets. This is because of the weak lighting conditions (Section 3.2) in which these data sets were recorded. Due to the weak lighting conditions, the illumination at the image corners (near the head and the legs of POI) is poor. As a result, the signal strength in these regions is low making the features less discriminative, which in turn affects POI segmentation (segmentation degrades near head and legs of POI). However, with pre-processing the signal strength is improved in these areas, making the features more discriminative. This improves the average classification accuracy as seen in Table 6 and Table 7.

The segmentation results (with pre-processing) are shown in Figure 45. The heat maps of classification errors (with pre-processing) for all data sets are shown in Figure 46. The heat maps have been generated to see in which regions the misclassification is more. As expected, the misclassification is higher around the POI boundary than the centre of POI. The heat maps show the accumulated misclassification of POI area in the image per data set. The classification error is found by comparing the output segmentation result of the classifier with the manually annotated POI area in the image (ground truth).
Figure 45: Segmentation Results - training and testing with same data set. The boundary of (segmented) POI is given by the white lines.
Figure 46: Heat maps indicate the accumulated classification error of all data sets (intra data set) (a) DATA_Home_1 (b) DATA_Home_2 (c) DATA_Synt_1 (d) DATA_Synt_2

4.1.5 Cross-validation (inter data set)

The classifier evaluation for inter data set is presented in this section. In inter data set, the classifier is trained and tested with frames from different recordings. The classifier is trained with one of the four data sets (DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2) and tested with the other one. This procedure is repeated till all the data sets are tested. The classifier evaluation without pre-processing is presented in Table 8 and Table 9 and with pre-processing in Table 10 and Table 11.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Testing Data Set</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td>89.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td>83.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>89.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>85.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average classification accuracy without pre-processing: cross-validation (inter data set)</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Classifier statistics - Accuracy without pre-processing (trained and tested with frames from different data sets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Testing Data Set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>DATA_Home_1</td>
<td>81.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>DATA_Home_2</td>
<td>51.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>90.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1</td>
<td>DATA_Synt_2</td>
<td>77.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Precision (Positive predictive value) without pre-processing: cross-validation (inter data set)</td>
<td></td>
<td>75.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Classifier statistics - Precision without pre-processing (trained and tested with frames from different data sets)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Testing Data Set</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1</em></td>
<td>89.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Home_2</em></td>
<td>88.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Synt_1</em></td>
<td>86.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td>88.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average classification accuracy with pre-processing: cross-validation (*inter data set*)

88.46

**Table 10:** Classifier statistics - Accuracy with pre-processing (trained and tested with frames from different data sets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Data Set</th>
<th>Testing Data Set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1</em></td>
<td>82.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Home_2</em></td>
<td>62.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Synt_1</em></td>
<td>89.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2, DATA_Synt_1</em></td>
<td><em>DATA_Synt_2</em></td>
<td>81.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Precision (Positive predictive value) with pre-processing: cross-validation (*inter data set*)

79.11

**Table 11:** Classifier statistics - Precision with pre-processing (trained and tested with frames from different data sets)

The average accuracy and average precision of cross-validation (*inter data set*) compared to that of cross-validation (*intra data set*) is lower. This is expected as the training and testing frames for *inter data set* evaluation are from different recordings. This shows that the classifier is not completely independent to changes in illumination and setup. However, these results are more important for the application and reflect how the classifier generalizes to different data sets.

The average precision (with and without pre-processing) when testing with *DATA_Home_2* is low (62.58 from Table 11 and 51.48 from Table 9) because the classifier was trained with data sets *DATA_Home_1, DATA_Synt_1, DATA_Synt_2* which have POI
centred (approximately) in the same part of the image (head of POI appears closer to camera Figure 37, Figure 39, Figure 40). As a result of training (with data sets in which POI is centred in the same part of the image), location based features gain prominence, thus affecting the classification accuracy when tested on a data set (DATA_Home_2) with different camera setup. By training the classifier over larger data sets would make it robust against any such variation in camera setup.

The segmentation results of cross-validation (*inter data set* with pre-processing) are shown in Figure 47. The heat maps of classification errors for all data sets (with pre-processing) are shown in Figure 48. From the heat maps, it can be seen that the misclassification of pixels in POI area for cross-validation (*inter data set*) is slightly higher than cross-validation (*intra data set*) (shown in Figure 46) as discussed above.
Figure 47: Segmentation result- training and testing with different data sets. The boundary of (segmented) POI is given by the white lines.
4.1.6 Discussion pre-processing step

The comparison of cross-validation (inter data set) results before and after pre-processing is shown in Table 12. It can be seen that average accuracy and precision improve by adding contrast enhancement as a pre-processing step. By pre-processing the signal strength in image areas near the head and feet is boosted. The features calculated in these areas after pre-processing become more discriminative, thus increasing overall accuracy and precision. This shows that the classifier is not completely independent to variation in illumination (pixel intensity).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (intra data set)</th>
<th>Without pre-processing</th>
<th>With pre-processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Accuracy</td>
<td>86.95</td>
<td>88.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Precision</td>
<td>75.27</td>
<td>79.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Comparison of classifier statistics (with and without) contrast enhancement
4.2 Actigraphy results

The video actigraph is generated by calculating the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) of all pixels in two consequent frames. The video actigraph generation is explained in detail in Section 1.3. The application generates video actigraph by performing frame differencing only in the segmented POI area. Hence, the video actigraph is expected to have components only from POI. In Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, the evaluation of application generated video actigraph is presented. Section 4.2.3, presents the analysis of the proposed algorithm (Section 2.9) to compensate for false detection of POI movement caused due to blanket movement by BP.

4.2.1 Comparison of video actigraph with wrist actigraph

In this section, the generated video actigraph is compared with wrist actigraph. The evaluation is done separately for video samples in which either POI or BP move at a time. All the video sequences used for evaluation are taken from DATA_Synt_2. For POI segmentation, the classifier was trained with all annotated frames from datasets, DATA_Home_1, DATA_Home_2 and DATA_Synt_1.

The comparisons of video actigraphs (generated with and without segmentation) with wrist actigraph of videos in which only POI is moving are shown in Figure 49, Figure 50 and Figure 51. From these figures, it can be seen that for all peaks in the wrist actigraph signal (shown in blue) there are corresponding peaks in the video actigraph signal (generated with and without segmentation - marked in green and red respectively). In addition there are extra peaks in video actigraph signal which are due to the movement of POI originating from parts of the body other than the wrist. At times, the wrist actigraph records a larger peak (movement) than the video actigraph peak (movement). These are instances where POI’s wrist moves sharply than other POI body parts. The Actiwatch placed on POI’s wrist records large wrist actigraph signal due to the large acceleration recorded by it. However, when only the wrist of POI moves, the numbers of pixels belonging to POI’s wrist are very small in number and the SAD value of these pixels in consecutive frames would result in weak signal in video actigraph. In Figure 51, it can be seen that in some instances there is only a wrist actigraph signal and no corresponding video actigraph signal. These are caused by movements from POI’s wrist which are not recorded in the video (POI turned towards BP and POI’s hands not visible).

There is also a high correlation between video actigraphs generated with (shown in green) and without segmentation (shown in red). This shows that even with segmentation, no movements of POI have been missed out in the video actigraph signal (with segmentation).
Figure 49: Comparison of wrist actigraph with video actigraph generated with and without segmentation (only POI moving in the video sequence). There is a high correlation between video actigraph generated without segmentation to that of video actigraph generated with segmentation.

Figure 50: Comparison of wrist actigraph with video actigraph generated with and without segmentation (only POI moving in the video sequence). Large peaks in wrist actigraph than video actigraph due to sharp movement of POI’s wrist.
Figure 51: Comparison of \textit{wrist actigraph} with \textit{video actigraph} generated with and without segmentation (only POI moving in the video sequence). Extra peaks in \textit{wrist actigraph} signal are due to POI’s wrist movement which are not recorded in the video (POI turned towards BP and POI’s hands not visible).

In Figure 52, Figure 53 and Figure 54, the comparison of \textit{video actigraphs} (generated with and without segmentation) with \textit{wrist actigraph} are shown for video sequences in which only the BP is moving. It can be seen from these figures that there is no \textit{wrist actigraph} signal as there is no POI movement in these video sequences. The \textit{video actigraph} (without segmentation - marked in red) signal is due to the BP movement.

Figure 52: Comparison of \textit{wrist actigraph} with \textit{video actigraph} generated with and without segmentation (only BP moving in the video sequence). In the video sequence, the POI lies in supine position and BP moves without any restrictions. There is no \textit{wrist actigraph} signal as there is no POI movement.
Figure 53: Comparison of **wrist actigraph** with **video actigraph** generated with and without segmentation (only BP moving in the video sequence). In the video sequence, the POI lies in right lateral recumbent position (sideways towards camera) BP moves without any restrictions. The signal strength of **video actigraph** (without segmentation – when only BP moving) is lower than that of **video actigraph** (without segmentation – when only POI moving – as shown in figures 49-51).

![Graph showing comparison of wrist actigraph with video actigraph](image)

Figure 54: Comparison of **wrist actigraph** with **video actigraph** generated with and without segmentation (only BP moving in the video sequence). The magnitude of the **video actigraph** signal (without segmentation) is attenuated with segmentation (shown in green).

The **video actigraph** signal (without segmentation) when BP is moving is not as strong as in case of **video actigraph** generated when there is POI movement (as seen in figures 49-51). This is because of the fact that the BP area in the image is weakly illuminated
resulting in low signal strength of image pixels in these regions which in turn evaluates to low SAD value of pixels (video actigraph signal) when there is motion. In a well illuminated scene, the video actigraph signal (without segmentation) could be strong and comparable to video actigraph generated when there is POI movement.

From figures 52-54, it can be seen that the magnitude of the video actigraph signal (generated without segmentation - shown in red) is attenuated with segmentation (video actigraph generated with segmentation – signal shown in green). By thresholding, the video actigraph signal (with segmentation) would correlate to POI movement. The threshold value has been chosen as 0.010 which is lower than the average magnitude (0.025) of the small POI movements. The threshold has been determined from observations made on 40 video sequences.

4.2.2 Accuracy of video actigraph and wrist actigraph in comparison to ground truth

In this section, the accuracy of video actigraph and wrist actigraph in comparison with the ground truth is presented. The ground truth is annotations of POI movements in video sequences. The annotations are binary label (value of ‘1 (True)’ assigned if there is POI movement and value of ‘0 (False)’ if there is either no movement or BP movement in the video sequence). The annotations have been done by two independent experts on 40 video sequences sampled from all data sets each having 5-7 frames.

These annotations (ground truth) are compared to wrist actigraph and video actigraphs (generated with and without segmentation) and the accuracy is determined. If there is at least a single peak in the video actigraph or wrist actigraph signal of the video sequences (5-7 frames length), it is assumed to be a POI movement and is labelled ‘positive (1)’. In case there are no peaks, it is labelled ‘negative (0)’. The accuracy of wrist actigraph and video actigraphs (generated with and without segmentation) is shown in Table 13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wrist Actigraph</th>
<th>Video actigraph (generated without segmentation)</th>
<th>Video actigraph (generated with segmentation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: accuracy of wrist actigraph and video actigraphs (generated with and without segmentation)
4.2.3 Video actigraph with suggested blanket compensation

In a shared bed it is common for POI and BP to share a common blanket and there can be instances where the blanket on top of POI moves when it is pulled by BP. This would cause a false signal in video actigraph even after segmentation. This type of false detections of POI movements caused due to blanket pulling by BP might be compensated as described in Section 2.9. Figure 55 and Figure 56 show the comparison of video actigraph generated with segmentation (shown in red) with video actigraph generated with segmentation and blanket compensation (shown in green) in two different video sequences.

Figure 55 shows the comparison where only POI moves in the video sequence. For evaluation, the video actigraph generated with segmentation (shown in red) is considered as the ground truth (signal assumed to exactly correspond to POI movements). All the peaks in the video actigraph (with segmentation- shown in red) signal correspond to POI movements. It can be seen that even with blanket compensation, most of the video actigraph peaks (with segmentation and blanket compensation – shown in green) match with video actigraph peaks (with segmentation). This shows that the proposed blanket compensation method does not falsely classify the actual POI movements as false movements caused by blanket pulling by BP.

![Figure 55: Comparison of video actigraph (generated with segmentation – shown in red) with video actigraph (generated with segmentation and blanket compensation – shown in green). Only POI moves in the video sequence. Most of the POI movements are correctly classified as POI movements in video actigraph (generated with segmentation and blanket compensation).](image)

Figure 56 shows the comparison of video actigraph generated with segmentation to that of video actigraph generated with segmentation and blanket compensation in video sequence in which only BP moves. The peaks in video actigraph (generated with segmentation- shown in red) are due to false POI movements recorded due to blanket pulling by BP. It
can be seen that with blanket compensation (\textit{video actigraph} with segmentation and blanket compensation- shown in green), most of the false POI movements are compensated. The effect of blanket compensation on accuracy of \textit{video actigraph} is shown in Table \ref{tab:accuracy}. It can be seen that the accuracy of the \textit{video actigraph} generated with segmentation and blanket compensation is 92.5\% (tested on the same 40 sequences as described in Section 4.2.2) which is higher than the \textit{video actigraph} generated (only) with segmentation.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Video actigraph (generated with segmentation) & Video actigraph (generated with segmentation and blanket compensation) \\
\hline
Accuracy (%) & 85.00 & 92.50 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{The accuracy of \textit{video actigraph} increases significantly with blanket compensation}
\end{table}

\textbf{4.3 Discussion}

As described in Section 2.8, the classifier was trained by several discriminative features that have been carefully selected. The feature set includes several existing (e.g. HOG, focus measure) and newly developed or adapted features (e.g. brightness, region based motion feature). As expected the key features that have been selected by the classifier are the brightness feature (Section 2.1), focus feature (Section 2.2), location based features
(Section 2.5) and HOG feature (Section 2.4). The illumination of the scene from a single IR light source mounted on top of the camera near the POI head causes the brightness decay from POI towards BP making brightness feature one of the most discriminative features. Location based features gain prominence because of the standard setup which results in POI being centred in the image. The Focus feature (measure of defocus) figures out among the top discriminative features as the camera is made to focus on POI as part of the installation. HOG scores over other gradient features as it describes the boundaries more robustly against variation in illumination due to the intrinsic local contrast normalization.

The classifier has been tested over various data sets and the average precision and accuracy for cross validation (intra data set) with pre-processing has been found to be 79.11 and 88.46 (Table 12) respectively. The misclassification of POI segmentation has been found to be less near the POI centre and more around the POI boundary as expected due to the increased difficulty in classification at the boundaries. We believe that the segmentation result can be further improved by using an adaptive contrast enhancement technique that enhances contrast based on the spatial position in the image (more near the image corners close to POI head & legs and less in other parts). The segmentation result can also be improved by building a confidence measure from the temporal component of POI segmentation results (basing the current POI segmentation on past segmentation results – segmentation results from previous frames). The segmentation result seems unaffected by different blanket types (DATA_Synt_2 having thin blanket and others having thick blanket) and sleeping positions (many different postures of POI and BP have been recorded in data sets DATA_Synt_1 and DATA_Synt_2).

The application generates a video actigraph by calculating the sum of absolute differences of pixels belonging to POI in two consequent frames. The accuracy (correctly detecting POI movements) of the application generated video actigraph has been found to be 85% (Table 13) compared to 70% accuracy of video actigraph generated with full frame differencing and 75% accuracy of wrist actigraph. The accuracy of application generated video actigraph is found to go up to 92.5% (Table 14) with the suggested blanket compensation method (Section 2.9).
5 Hardware realization

The application should be able to generate the video actigraph in real time (at the desired frame rate), preferably while running on low cost commodity hardware. To make the development faster and easy, we have decided to use an existing prefabricated system on chip (BeagleBoard\cite{42}) with on-board power management and ready to use peripherals. In Section 5.1, a brief description of the BeagleBoard is given. In Section 5.2, the comparison of execution times of the application on BeagleBoard and PC are presented. Section 5.3 discusses the possible optimizations that can be made to the application.

5.1 BeagleBoard

BeagleBoard is a low power open source single board computer produced by Texas Instruments (TI). The BeagleBoard has a DM3730 digital media processor\cite{43} which is one of TI’s DaVinci series of processors optimized for media applications\cite{44}. The DM3730 has an ARM Cortex A8 CPU \cite{45}, a TMS320DM64x+ DSP \cite{46} and a PowerVR SGX graphics accelerator \cite{47}. Apart from these, the DM3730 supports multimedia codecs, accelerators and peripherals that aid the development of optimized digital video applications.

The advantage of having a general purpose processor (ARM) and a digital signal processor (TMS320c64x+) together is that, the control and media portions can both be executed by processors that excel at their respective tasks making it an ideal platform for multimedia applications. The technical specifications of the BeagleBoard can be found in Appendix - C. The BeagleBoard ships with preinstalled ‘Angstrom’ Operating System (OS). Angstrom is an open source Linux distribution for embedded devices built using OpenEmbedded build system\cite{48}. The advantages of Angstrom operating system (on BeagleBoard) are free license, availability of cross-compilation tools, availability of drivers for using peripherals and presence of large developer community for support. The µEye camera module can be connected to BeagleBoard easily via the USB port. The proposed final sleep monitoring application is shown in Figure 57.
5.2 Comparison of execution times

The sleep monitoring application has been ported to the BeagleBoard and the comparison of execution time with a PC is shown in Figure 58. The current implementation on the BeagleBoard processes pre-recorded video sequences and the algorithm only runs on the ARM processor of the board.

Among all the features used for segmentation, HOG (Section 2.4), Focus (Section 2.2), RBMF – region based motion feature (Section 2.3) and Brightness (Section 2.1) contribute the major part of the total execution time. To save computation time the features are only calculated for some pixels (one pixel per 8X8 non overlapping blocks) in the full scale image. The result is a sub-sampled feature image for every feature that is used for classification. The classification result is a sub-sampled image with positive (POI) and negative (background) labels. The sub-sampled classified image is up scaled to full scale image by pixel repetition (all pixels in the block are assigned the same pixel value) to get POI area estimation in the full scale image. In Figure 58, the comparison of execution times (per frame) of the (computationally intensive) features on BeagleBoard.
with a PC is presented. Currently the application has an epoch length of \(11.27\) seconds (able to process one frame for every \(11.27\) seconds).

![Comparison of execution times (PC vs BeagleBoard)](image)

**Figure 58: Comparison of execution times (PC vs BeagleBoard)**

### 5.3 Possible optimizations

The current classifier implementation requires all the features to be calculated for all the pixels prior to the classification. An optimized implementation which only calculates the necessary features required at a particular cascade level of the classifier and only for pixels that have been passed onto the current cascade layer (True positives and False positives) from previous cascade layer would improve the execution time significantly.

Most of the methods (Focus, Edge Detectors-Gradient Features) discussed in Chapter 2, use MAC instructions. The parallel computation power of the DSP would reduce the computational time required by them and would bring the application a step closer in meeting the real time requirement (ability to process frames at the required frame rate). However, in some cases it may turn out that some parts of the algorithm would execute faster on the CPU (ARM) than on DSP. This would be due to the communication overhead between ARM and DSP as both the cores are connected via L3 and L4 interconnects on DM3730. During task mapping, the communication overhead has to be considered and care should be taken that the performance gained by mapping a task on DSP should not be dominated by the loss of performance due to the communication overhead. *Angstrom* supports the setup of *DSPLink* that enables the usage of DSP and the procedure can be found in [49].

Apart from using DSP, the NEON extension of ARM can also be used to improve execution time. *NEON* or *MPE* (Media Processing Engine) is an advanced SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) technology [50]. The communication overhead between ARM and NEON may be negligible as they communicate via the L1 interconnect. Features which require frequent data fetching and which have small MAC computations would
perform better on NEON than on DSP due to low communication overhead. The gradient computations with edge operators can be suitable candidates for running on NEON. Motion estimation which requires frequent random fetches can also be a suitable candidate. The use of NEON coprocessor on the BeagleBoard is demonstrated for Angstrom in [51].
6 Conclusion and future work

This thesis details the design and implementation of a sleep monitoring application that is able to distinguish movements between Person of Interest and Bed Partner. The application gets the video data from a camera placed on a bed side table and generates a video actigraph that measures the gross motor activity (movements) of person of interest. The video actigraph generated can be used to assess the overall sleep quality of a person and to diagnose various sleep related disorders. The video actigraph is generated by computing the sum of absolute differences of all pixels in two consequent low-pass filtered images (frames). The extensions are, segmenting POI area from the image and performing frame differencing only in the POI area of the image.

The segmentation algorithm developed uses AdaBoost, a supervised machine learning technique. The classifier uses several weak features together to segment POI area from the image. The feature set includes several existing (e.g. HOG, focus measure) and newly developed or adapted (e.g. brightness, region based motion feature) features. The segmentation algorithm can be broadly divided into two phases, training and testing. In the training phase, the classifier is trained with samples from various data sets that are recorded in various illumination conditions. The training set consists of feature values and labels (ground truth) for every training sample. Each sample represents a pixel from a frame and hence the annotations (ground truth) have to be pixel accurate. The annotations were performed by using ITK-SNAP tool. 240 frames from four data sets have been annotated and are used for training the classifier.

In the testing phase, the classifier configuration file generated from the training phase is used to classify positive and negative samples. Positive samples represent POI area in the image and negative samples the background. The resultant POI segmentation is evaluated using K-fold cross-validation method. The average segmentation accuracy and precision are 86.95 and 75.27 respectively for tested samples from a different data set than that used for training.

The video actigraph generated after segmentation has been compared to ground truth. The ground truths are labels for short video sequences (5-7 frames length. The accuracy of detecting POI movements after segmentation has been found to be 85% which is greater than the 75% accuracy achieved by actiwatch. A blanket compensation methodology to detect false POI motions that have been recorded due to blanket pulling by BP has been presented. With segmentation and blanket compensation, the application can detect POI movements up to accuracy of 92.5%.

The sleep monitoring application developed is aimed at a stand-alone consumer product and has to have components that are cheap and embedded in nature. The entire application consists of a visual system to acquire video data and an embedded computing unit to process the data and generate video actigraph. The visual system consists of a µEye CMOS camera with a fish eye lens and IR light. The compact size of the camera, the USB interface, its wide resolution and easy control of internal parameters makes it suitable for its use with the embedded platform. The use of fish eye lens, greatly increases the view
angle of the camera thus making it possible to observe POI completely from head to foot. The embedded computing unit selected for the current project is the BeagleBoard from TI which has interfaces to connect to the camera and other peripherals like memory card, display device when required. The BeagleBoard has 1 GHz ARM processor and a DSP to satisfy the performance needs for a real-time application. An implementation which processes pre-recorded video sequences has been ported onto the BeagleBoard and the comparison of execution time with a PC has been documented.

**Future Work**

The segmentation accuracy has been observed to be poor near the foot and head parts of POI. This is due to the weak illumination in these areas. To overcome this, a light source capable of illuminating these areas within the safety limits has to be investigated. The segmentation accuracy in these areas can also be improved by using a suitable contrast enhancement technique that boosts the contrast in these areas without affecting the pixels in the background. An adaptive technique that enhances contrast based on spatial position in the image can be an interesting option to investigate. We believe that the segmentation result can be improved by building a confidence measure from the temporal component of POI segmentation results (basing the current POI segmentation result on the past segmentation results from previous frames).

It has been observed that location based features gain prominence when trained with data sets having similar placement of the camera. This is because in data sets with similar setup, POI appears to be localized to certain part in the image. The segmentation accuracy degrades when tested with data sets having different camera placement. The classifier has to be trained over a larger data set to make it more robust against such variations in camera placement or necessary camera alignment support has to be made available for the product installation.

An efficient implementation of the application can be achieved by exploiting the multi-core architecture of the digital media processor on BeagleBoard. Most of the features being used for segmentation are independent and can be computed in parallel. Focus feature calculation has complex MAC calculations and implementing it on DSP may gain performance. The SIMD extension on ARM can be used for parallel computation of other features that have small window operations using the NEON instruction set available for BeagleBoard.

The classifier implementation used for the current project requires all features to be calculated for all samples. A modified implementation in which features are calculated only for the samples that are being passed onto the next stage of the classifier can gain significant performance.
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## Appendices

### A. Document - Recording Protocol

Sleep Monitoring

Experiment – Video Recording Guideline – Protocol for Home Sequence

This document describes the experimental setup for recording video sequences at home for the sleep monitoring project. Please read the document before you actually start with the setup. Contact, Bhargava Puvvula on xxxxxxxx if you have any queries.

**Equipment checklist:**

- µEye camera with fish eye lens
- Tripod (with extension handle)
- Actiwatch(2 No’s), Chronos watch (1 No.)
- Ruler
- Silent platform with adapter
- USB cable (2 No’s)
- IR light source with power cord

**Procedure:**

1) **Assembling the Silent platform:**
   - The silent platform has two units, the CPU (Figure 59) and the monitor (Figure 60) which is to be connected together with the USB cable.

![Figure 59: Silent Platform – CPU](image1)

![Figure 60: Silent platform - Monitor](image2)

**Note:**
1. The Micro-USB port of the monitor is under the cover as marked in Figure 60.
2. The monitor should be connected to one of the USB 2.0 ports (marked in Figure 61) of the CPU.
• Connect the AC adapter to the power port (Figure 61) of the CPU.

![Figure 61: Rear view of the CPU](image)

• Don’t place the monitor on top of the CPU. Place it next to the CPU.
• Don’t turn on the CPU yet.

2) The µEye camera with the fish eye lens connected looks as in Figure 62.

![Figure 62: Camera with Fish eye lens](image)

3) Fix the camera on the tripod (along with the extension handle) and mount it in place of bed side table (refer diagram 1 and 2) as shown in Figure 63. The height of the camera ($h_c$) should be 25 cms more than the height of the bed ($h_b$) and the distance between the camera and the bed ($h_{bc}$) should be 30-35 cms as shown in diagram 1.
4) Orient the camera in such a way that the Person of Interest (POI) is focused as shown in diagram 2.

**Diagram 2**

**Measurements**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{h}_c - \text{h}_b &= 25 \text{ cms} \\
\text{h}_{bc} &= 30 - 35 \text{ cms}
\end{align*}
\]

The camera should not be placed behind the red line.

**NOTE:** The focus can be varied by rotating the lens (as shown in Figure 62).

5) Connect the camera to the USB 2.0 port (marked in Figure 61) of the silent platform using the USB cable, if required use the extension cables.
6) Once the camera is connected, press the power button (marked in Figure 64) on the CPU. Wait for the monitor to show the application window as shown in Figure 65.

![Image of CPU with power button highlighted]

*Figure 64: Front view of CPU*

![Image of application window with not recording message]

*Figure 65: Application Window - Not Recording*

**Note:** Green colour on the square icon of the IR camera tab shows that the camera has been connected properly. If it shows other colour, please shutdown the silent platform and restart it using the power button (marked in Figure 64) on the CPU.

7) Press the IR camera tab of the application as marked in Figure 65. The video feed from the camera should be visible as shown in Figure 66.

![Image of video feed from the camera]

*Figure 66: Video feed from the camera*
8) Adjust the orientation of the camera such that the complete bed and a significant area above the bed (Lower end and Upper end) are visible as shown in figure 67.

![Figure 67: Desired view of the recorded image.](image)

9) Plug in the IR light source (marked in Figure 68) and mount it on the tripod below the camera. The direction of illumination should be adjusted such that both the upper and lower ends of the bed can be illuminated.

![Figure 68: Tripod with IR light source](image)

**Caution:** Don't look directly into the IR light source.
10) Turn off the lights and check the video feed displayed on the application window (Figure 66) for proper illumination of both upper and lower ends of the bed. Change the direction of the IR light source accordingly. Figure 69 shows the desired Image.

![Figure 69: Desired illumination of the recorded image.](image)

**NOTE:** It can be noticed that the upper end of the bed generally looks brighter than the lower end of the bed- (the user need not worry about this).

**NOTE:** The aperture size can be varied by rotating the aperture wheel (as shown in Figure 62). By increasing the aperture size, the image appears brighter. (Make sure that the aperture size is optimal, such that there are no brightness patches which blur the details in the image).

**NOTE:** The brightness of the IR light source can be changed by rotating the knob on the power cord. There is a marking that shows the optimal position of the knob in our test bedroom. Please adjust it such that the image is clear in your bedroom.
11) Chronos watch setup: The chronos watch is shown in Figure 70.

- Wear the chronos watch (POI only) on the non-dominant arm (on left wrist if you are right handed, on right wrist if you are left handed)
- Press the # (Options Button) until the display shows “ACC” below the time.
- Press the \( \nabla \) (Start/Stop Accelerometer) button. The square Icon on the chronos tab (marked in Figure 13) should turn to green color.
- To verify the working of the accelerometer, press the chronos tab on the application window. The application window should show the accelerometer graph as shown in Figure 71.
12) POI should wear the Actiwatch on the dominant arm (on left wrist if you are left handed, on right wrist if you are right handed) and the bed partner should wear the Actiwatch on the non-dominant arm (on left wrist if you are right handed, on right wrist if you are left handed).

13) After the setup, press the start button on the application window to start the recording (marked in Figure 71). The application window should look like as in Figure 72.

14) Synchronizing the Actiwatch and the video: after you are in bed, place your hands above the blanket (with the lights turned on) such that the light is registered by the light sensor on the Actiwatch. Turn off the lights after 30 seconds and press the marker button on the Actiwatch.
Note: Please remember that both the persons (POI and the bed partner) should share the same blanket.

15) Please do not watch TV in bed.
16) Please be careful with the cables lying on the ground.
17) In the morning,
   - Turn on the lights and place your hands above the blanket for 30 seconds such that the light is registered by the light sensor on the Actiwatch. Press the marker on the Actiwatch.
   - Stop the chronos watch (by pressing the \( \triangle \) button).
   - Stop the recording by pressing the stop button (marked in Figure 72) on the application window.
   - Shut down the silent platform by pressing the power button (marked in Figure 64) on the CPU

Thank you for volunteering for the experiment. We sincerely appreciate your effort.

Enjoy your sleep.
## μEye specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>USB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens Mount</td>
<td>S-Mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Technology</td>
<td>CMOS (Aptina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Description (color)</td>
<td>UI-1226LE-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Description (mono)</td>
<td>UI-1226LE-M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (h x v)</td>
<td>752 x 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution Depth</td>
<td>8bit (10bit ADC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution Category / Pixel Class</td>
<td>Wide YGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Size</td>
<td>1/3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutter</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. fps in Freerun Mode</td>
<td>87 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Time in Freerun Mode</td>
<td>80μs-5.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Time in Trigger Mode</td>
<td>80μs-5.5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOI Modes</td>
<td>horizontal + vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binning Modes</td>
<td>horizontal + vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsampling Modes</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O - Strobe</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O - Trigger</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O - RS-232</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O - GPIO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O - I2C</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDR (High Dynamic Range)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Model (m/c)</td>
<td>MT9V032STM / MT9V032STC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixelpitch in μm</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Size</td>
<td>4.512 x 2.880 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions H/W/L</td>
<td>36.00 mm, 36.00 mm, 20.00 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>12.00 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>USB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### C. BeagleBoard Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Texas Instruments Cortex A8 1GHz processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP Memory</td>
<td>Micron 4Gb MDDR SDRAM (512MB) 200MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMIC TPS65950</td>
<td>Power Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio CODEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USB OTG PHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug Support</td>
<td>14-pin JTAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>3.1&quot; x 3.0&quot; (78.74 x 76.2mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>Power, Power Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-User Controllable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USB Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS USB 2.0 OTG Port</td>
<td>Mini AB USB connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TPS65950 I/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMSC LAN9514 Ethernet HUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB Host Ports</td>
<td>4 FS/LS/HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 500ma per Port if adequate power is supplied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>10/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Connectors</td>
<td>3.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-R out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-R Stereo In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/MMC Connector</td>
<td>MicroSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>1-User defined button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>DVI-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>S-Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Connector</td>
<td>USB Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overvoltage Protection</td>
<td>Shutdown @ Over voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Expansion Connector</td>
<td>Power (5V &amp; 1.8V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McBSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McSPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LCD Connectors</td>
<td>Access to all of the LCD control signals plus I2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3V, 5V, 1.8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Audio</td>
<td>4 pin connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Expansion</td>
<td>MMC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPIO, ADC, HDQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>